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ACOUSTIC RESONANCES IN CYLINDER BUNDLES OSCILLATING IN

A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID

ABSTRACT

This paper deals with an analytical study on acoustic resonances c

elastic oscillations of a group of parallel, circular, chin cylinders in t

unbounded volume of barotropic, compressible, inviscid fluid. The perturb*

motion of the fluid is assumed due entirely to the flexural oscillations <

the cylinders. The motion of the fluid disturbances is first formulated i

a three-dimensional wave form and then casted into a two-dimension*

Heloholtz equation for the harmonic motion in time and in axial space. Tl

acoustic motion in the fluid and the elastic motion in the cylinders ai

solved simultaneously.

Acoustic resonances were approximately determined from the secul;

(eigenvalue) equation by the method of successive iteration with the use i

digital computers for a given set of the fluid properties and the cylinder!

geometry and properties. Effects of the flexural wavenumber and tl

configuration of and the spacing between the cylinders on the acoust:

resonances were thoroughly Investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION

In two previous publications [1,2], we considered the acoustic loadi

on and the acoustoelastic responses of groups of circular cylinde

oscillating in compressible fluids. The effect of fluid compressibility

the vibrational characteristics of the cylinders was fairly investigated

details. However, the cylinders were treated as rigid and their elastic!



was not taken into consideration.

For submerged structures in a dense fluid, such as slender fuel rods

and heat exchange tubes in a reactor system, the elasticity of the

structures largely modifies their dynamic responses so that they can not be

considered as rigid* The present study was mainly motivated and directed by

this point of view. We extended the previous studies and considered a group

of elastic, parallel, circular cylinders oscillating harmonically in an

infinite volume of inviscid and compressible fluid. The objects of the

study are (I) to compute resonant frequencies (or wavenumbers) of the

acoustoelastic system formed by the cylinders and their surrounding fluid,

and (2) to investigate the dependances of the acoustic resonances on the

system parameters, i.e., the configuration, spacing, and elasticity of the

cylinders.

The present analysis is parallel to that of the previous studies so

that only the relevant mathematics and references are presented. The

difference between the present study and the previous ones is that when the

structures are considered as elastic, the radiation of sound strongly

depends on the relative size of acoustic wavelength and elastic wavelength

and this fact has much influence on the calculation of acoustic resonances.

We first formulated the eigenvalue problem in a matrix form and then

computed the eigenwavenumbers for a given set of system parameters with the

aid of digital computers. The method of calculation basically relies on the

process of iteration and graphics. It is also shown that the genera]

analysis of the present study reduces to the result for a single cylinder if

the number of the cylinders is set to one. This result confirms the

validity of the theoretical foundation of the general analysis.



2. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

2.1 AGQIISTIC WAVES IN SURROUNDING FLUID

Consider a group of parallel, circular, chin cylinders oscillating

harmonically in an unbounded volume of a barotropical, compressible fluid at

rest, as shown in Fig. 1. These cylinders are assumed to undergo free

flexural oscillations of small amplitudes without crossing each other. The

notion of the cylinders usually generates a pressure field and causes the

surrounding fluid into motion. In general, the motion of the perturbed

fluid (i.e., pressure disturbances) is three dimensional and can be

described by an linearized acoustic wave equation if the motion is small

enough that the second and higher crder terms are negligible. That is [3],

- i ^ | , (1)
c2 at2

where • is the velocity potential of the perturbed fluid, c the speed of

sound in the undisturbed fluid, and t and Vz the time and the three-

dimensional Laplace operator. The associated pressure field is

3*
Po H •

where po is the dens / of the unperturbed fluid.
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Fig. 1. Plane Configuration l Multiple Cylinders Oscillating in a
Compressible Fluid



The boundary conditions for Che acoustic wave motion are that (1) the

noraal component of the fluid velocity at the boundary of a cylinder is

equal to the vibrational velocity of the cylinder in that direction, and (2)

the radiated and scattered waves must be outward traveling. Equations 1 and

2 with the boundary conditions completely specify the motion of the

perturbed fluid.

2.2 FLEXURAL WAVES IN SUBMERGED CYLINDERS

Assuming that the flexural motion of the cylinders obeys the "simple

beam" theory and that the structural damping is negligible, we then have the

equations of motion for Cylinder j in flexure as

4 2
aV a V 2ir

in the x direction and

aV aV
E.I, £ + M i - - R / p sin 9 d8 (4)
J 3 az 4 J atz J o J 3 J

in the y direction, where Ejlj is the flexural regidity, Mj the mass per

unit length, R. the radius, u. and v. the transverse displacements in the x

and y directions, respectively, and p. the pressure on the surface of

Cylinder j. The boundary conditions for the cylinders' oscillations include

the radial conditions as specified for the acoustic waves and the axial
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conditions at the ends of the cylinders.

In the present Investigation, we do not Impose the length and the end

conditions of the cylinder?; therefore, the flexural wave motion is not

restricted In the axial direction. For a given flexural wavenuraber, we

determined the acoustic wavenumbers (or osclllational frequencies) from the

dispersion relation of the acoustoelastic system formed by the cylinders and

the fluid. In case that the cylinders are constrained at their ends, the

resonant acoustic wavenumbers can be determined accordingly for a known

modal number.

2.3 THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

As stated in Sec. 2.1, the cylinders oscillate harmonically. For

simple harmonic waves in time and in the axial space, the velocity potential

of the fluid can be written as

•(r,e)ei(wHz) , i = /~ ,

where <o and S are, respectively, the circular frequency and the flexural

wavenumber, and <t>(r,8) i s a solution to the two-dimensional Helmholtz

equation

(V* + k2) * - 0 , (5)



with k2 - (u/c)2-B2 and V2 - 32/3r2 + (1/r) 3/3r + (1/r2) 32/38

Similarly, the x and y components of the displacement of Cylinder j can

be written, respectively, as

_ -i(wt-Uz) .
u. • U. e and

where U* and V* are displacement amplitudes. Substituting these

displacement components into Eqs. 3-4 and using Eq. 2, we have the equations

of motion for the flexural waves

2*

z.u, - iwPoRj / +j <R j>V c o s 9 j d 9 j

and

ZjVj " i(1)PoRj ^ W 9 j } 8 i n 9 j

with Z. 2 E.I.P4-M.oi2 .



The general solution to Kq. s c m be expressed in terras of the local

coordinate system of each cylinder. I.e.,

Z E [A. cos mO. + B, sin m8,] H.;w(kr ) ,
j-1 m=0 j m J !m j 3

where (r., 8*) are the circular coordinate of a point referred to Cylinder

j, H^1* the Hankel function of the first kind and of order m, K the total

number of the cylinders, and Ajm and Bjm the unknown coefficients to be

determined by boundary conditions. This form of solution includes all

radiation and scattering of sound from each cylinder. The effects of

multiple scattering due to the presence of multiple cylinders in the passage

of sound waves are taken into account in A. and B^m.

To evaluate the integral on the right-hand sides of Eqs. 6-7 for

Cylinder j, we must express all Hankel functions in terms of r. and 6..

This kind of transformation has been done before by many people for many

things [see, e.g., Refs. 4-7]. The detail of the transformation is not

presented in this investigation, but the result is used in Eqs. 6-7 for the

integration. The resultant equations of motion for flexural waves then

become

Z.U, - itop R.w {A H J ° ( O + JT* T. (A cos(nri-l)
J J ° J J1 x s-1 m-0 sm

sin(m+l) +j8l (-O
m llj^}<O J1CC» , (8a)



f j ^ lAsm sln(m+l)

(8b)

with £ 5 kR and C = kR. .

Using the radial boundary conditions at the surface of the cylinders,

we can determine A^m and lUm in terms of UJ and V,. The result is

K* * cos(nH-q) i|>.o sin(m+q) i|>.o Aom _ /,%
'(C) + I* £ [ j S j S 1 { " ) (-I)"1 H ^ ( C ) 5 J '
q s=»l m=0 sin(nri-q) \p -cos(m+q) i|> sm q q

{ - > 5 H ( C ) + I £ [ 1 {
j q q s=»l m=0 sin(nri-q) \p -cos(m+q) i|>. sm

js js

Eliminating Uj and Vj from Eqs. 8a-b, 9 leads to

io> y } 5 , wi th H^(O H d H ^ U ( 5 ) / d ? and J^ = d J q ( 5 ) / d 5 . (9)

0 l q ^ + j * tZj?Jq ^ 0 q l q 4 ,

cos 2q*. sin 2q* A
J J 1 { q} » 0 (10)

sin 2qt, -cos 2q^ J lB J U ' ^ I U ;

j s ^Tjs sq
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where q is the model index of the acoustic wave. This set of equations is

linear and homogeneous in Aj m and Bj^, their nontrivial solutions are under

the condition that the determinant of their coefficient matrix vanishes

This condition leads to an eigenvalue equation (or frequency equation) of

the acoustoelastic system of the cylinders and the fluid. In functional

form, it is

F(o),B,c, R^, Rjg, <l>j3, q) =* 0 .

For a given set of the fluid properties and the size, the configuration, and

the elastic properties of the cylinders, this equation becomes a dispersion

relation for u and 8. The model index q is one for flexural waves and is

arbitrary for other modes. For q 4s 1, Eq. 10 represents the eigenvalue

problem for acoustic resonances in a cylindrical cavity formed by the rigid

cylinders.

2.4 SIMPLIFICATION FOR SINGLE CYLINDER

For a single cylinder, Eq. 10 becomes

L11} - o ,Bn
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which, under the condition of nontrivial solution, Implies

0 .

this ia the eigenvalue equation for a submerged cylinder in flexural

oscillations, and it contains some clear physical insights of the problem.

As defined in Sec. 2.3, the parameter g is equal LO

2 2 2 l/2
(» / c - B ) R . When the acoustic wavenumber i s greater than the

wavenumber, i.e., w/c >B, then the parameter € is real and the

combination of e~iwt and li^C?) represents and an outgoing wave. The

pressure field created by the cylinder's oscillation hence propagates into

the fluid as sound waves. The fluid loading (or acoustic loading) in this

case becomes complex as ct + iy with

1 L V H

Y
-2 Po

<^)2 - B2

where Ĵ  and Y^ are Bessel functions of the first and second kinds and of

order one. The eigenvalue equation then oecomes
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+ a + iY - 0 , (14)

and the undamped natural frequency is

» -

On tha other hand, when the acoustic wavenumber is less than ttie

flexural wavenumber, i.e., w/c <3, then g is pure imaginary 2nd the

combination of e"~*"wt and Hl^(5) does not represent waves; hence, no sound

radiates. The fluid loading is purely hydrodynaml cal in this case; it only

lowers the natural frequency of the cylinder in vacuo. The resultant

natural frequency of the fluid-loaded cylinder is

1/2 ?

" W i t h « - »^PoK1C")/nKj(il) , (16)

where K, is the modified Bessel function of the second kind, of order one,

KJ(n) = dKjCnVdn, and n = 15-

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As for numerical examples, we applied Eq. 10 to compute the resonant

acoustic wavenumbers for an array of three brass cylinders in water at
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20°C. The effects of the configuration of and the spacing between the

cylinders and of the flexural wavenumber on acoustic resonances are

Investigated. The material properties of the cylinders and the fluid are

shorn In Table 1 [Refs. 8,91, and the numerical results are presented In

Tables 2-4.

Table 1. Dimensions and Properties of Materials
Used for Numerical Examples

Density, Elastic Modulus, Radius,
Material g/cm3 dynes/cm2 cm Ref.

Brass 8.50 1.05 x 1012 1.0a 8

Sound Speed, CTS/S

Water 0.998 (20°C) 1.483 x 105 9

*Value was assumed for the calculations in the paper.

Table 2 shows the effect of configuration of the cylinders on the

ace *.stic resonances for a given set of flexural wavenumber and spacing-

radius ratio. For the first seven (n <7) modes, there are no differences

between the results of the triangular arrays; however, the differences

between the linear and the triangular arrays are perceivable. The first six

modes are hydfodynamlcally influenced because there is no sound radiation

when the acoustic wavenumber is less than the flexural wavenumber. In this

situation, the fluid behaves as incompressible and its effect is to alter

the natural frequencies of the cylinder arrays. For n>7, the oscillations

of the cylinders cause sound waves radiated into the fluid and scattered

from the cylinders. The scattering of these sound waves depends strongly on

the configuration of the cylinders; therefore, the differences among the

higher modes (n >7) of each array are dramatically noticeable.
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Table 2. Effect of the Configuration on Resonant Frequencies
of a Three-cylinder Acoustoelastic Systea for G/R » 0.1 tad

BR - 0.5 (n - 1,2 , 12)

wnR/c

o
.2837

.2932

.2968

.3003

.3064

.3498

.8598

1.5009

1.9740

2.4037

3.3843

3.4954

.2837

.2932

.2968

.3003

.3064

.3498

.8598

1.4721

1.9866

2.4309

3.3699

3.4954

.2916

.2978

.3043

.3131

.3146

.3413

.6101

.8318

1.2344

1.5442

1.6114

1.6530

Table 3 presents the effect of the spacing between cylinders on the

acoustic resonances for an equilaterally triangulax array of three cylinders

with a flexural wavenuraber of 0.5. The differences in the hydrodynamically

influenced modes are vanishingly small for all three spacings presented. As

the spacing increases, the resonant acoustic wavenumber decreases for the

acoustically influenced modes (n>7). This is attributed to the less effect

of Multiple scattering at larger spacing. When the spacing gets very large

so that G/R >10 [7], the cylinders will behave independently as individuals
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and the resonant acoustic vaveaoabers will approach those of a single

cylinder.

Table 3* Effect; of the Spacing on Resonant Frequencies in an
Equllaterally Triangular Array of Three Cylinders for PR » 0.5

»ttR/c\3/R -

n-1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0.1

.2837

.2932

.2968

.3003

.3064

.3498

.8598

1.5009

1.9740

2.4037

3.3843

3.4954

0.2

.2835

.2931

.2968

.3004

.3064

.3497

.8344

1,4593

1.9272

2.3519

2.71957

3.33934

0.4

.2833

.2931

.2969

.3004

.3064

.3495

.7902

1.3729

1.8367

2.2539

2.5005

2.6238

*Kable 4 shows the effect of flexural wavenumber (6R) on resonant

acoustic wavenumbers of an equllaterally triangular array of three cylinders

for G/R - 0.1. As seen from the table, the number of hydrodynamically in-

fluenced modes decreases dramatically at higher flexural wavenumber. This

Implies chat the hydrodynamically influenced modes are dominant only in the

low-frequency range. In practice, most problems of the fluid/structure

Interaction belong to the low-frequency ones except those with sharp pres-

sure transients, in which the contributions from high-frequency modes need

to be included. For high-frequency oscillations, the simple-beam theory

must be modified to include the effects of shear deformation and rotational

Inertia [10]. The modification Is straightforward, but the numerical com-

putations of the acoustic resonances are quite tedious because of the highly
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transcendental equation of frequency.

Table 4. Effect of Flexural Wavenumber (BR) on Resonant
Frequencies of an Equllaterally Triangular Array of

Three Cylinders for G/R » 0.1

0,5

a "

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.5

.2837

.2932

.2968

.3003

.3064

.3498

.8598

1.5009

1.3099

1.5754

2.1601

2.5928

2.6698

3.6223

3.7684

3.9225

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Determinations of acoustic resonances in an elastic cylinder bundle

oscillating in a compressible fluid is a complex eigenvalue problem

associated with the inertia and stiffness matrices of the acoustoelastic

system. In general, the characteristic determinant of the system is complex

and frequency dependent, so that the solution to the eigenvalue equation re-

lies on the process of iteration. However, at low frequencies, the fluid

loading can be approximated as frequency independent and the resonant fre-

quencies of the coupled system formed by the cylinders and the fluid can be

determined by directly calculating the eigenvalues associated with the

system matrices without iteration.

The present analysis offers the flexibility of computational schemes,

depending on the frequency range. At low frequencies, the current results

coincide very well with those obtained by direct calculations of the

eigenvalues of the system matrices.
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